
With over 20 years of research and development in clinical
neuroscience and neuro modulation technology, neurocare
have established best in class mental health treatments for
conditions such as ADHD and Depression. These treatments
are being deployed through a growing network of clinics
worldwide. Given the urgent need for such treatments
neurocare is attracting significant interest and growing fast.

As part of its roadmap, neurocare is building an ambitious software platform for advancing neuroscience

based on real clinical data. The platform will run on PaaS and deliver solutions to clinics across the globe.

The successful candidate will join a diverse, highly motivated and international team. Initial tasks are to

architect, develop, and manage a clear and efficient data structure as well as set-up and administrate the

PaaS. Beyond this is the opportunity to learn more about clinical neuroscience and develop machine

learning skills so as to advance neurocare’s solutions further.

Profile:

• A degree in computer science or similar

• 2 to 5 years of working experience in data-related projects

• Good knowledge of data structures and databases

• Good database extraction, data parsing and manipulation skills

• Knowledge of patient data management and privacy regulation standards, in particular of HIPAA or 

GDPR an advantage

• Good knowledge of IT administration, experience. In particular with GCP experience is an advantage

• An interest in neuroscience and mental health with a motivation to be part of creating and 
improving treatments

• An interest to develop skills in machine learning and data analysis

• Working knowledge of English language

We offer:

• A varied, autonomous activity

• Performance-comprehensive induction including internal training for all relevant work

• A modern and innovative company that is in a growth market

• A friendly, cooperative team and a pleasant working atmosphere with flat hierarchies

• The opportunity oriented salary and long-term promotion opportunities in an international 
environment

Data Engineer 

Work in clinical neuroscience and help improve mental health care

Application to:
neurocare group AG    I    Rindermarkt 7    I    80331  München    I    Deutschland

oder per E-Mail an: jobs@neurocaregroup.com




